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Abstract
Client non‐cooperation is a widely recognised problem in welfare services. Being ‘hard‐to‐reach’ is considered a risk espe‐
cially for the most vulnerable clients, for example in terms of increased homelessness. Such clients pose challenges to
social inclusion, and services make some allowances to achieve engagement. However, even a minimum level of cooper‐
ation is required from hard‐to‐reach clients. In the context of home visiting, we study welfare workers’ efforts to engage
with clients who continuously avoid contact. We examine three services in Finland, England, and Sweden that provide
floating support to clients in their own accommodation. Utilising Robert Emerson’s idea of ‘the last resort,’ we analyse
how workers justify their decisions to continue or terminate the support with the hard‐to‐reach. The data consist of team
meeting recordings and home visit observations. We aim to demonstrate that justifications deployed to make the decision
to end the home visiting service or tighten control, draw on ‘last resort responses.’ We identify three types of justifications:
retrospective summaries on past failures to reach the client, intensifying remedial actions to engage clients, and charac‐
terisations of clients as uncooperative. While such justifications can be seen to draw on shared ethics, they have different
ethical implications.
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1. Introduction

Hard‐to‐reach clients, also termed as ‘service refusers’
(Beresford, 2005) or ‘care avoiders’ (Cortis, 2012), are
common in welfare services (Froonjian & Garnett, 2013).
According to Cortis (2012, p. 352), hard‐to‐reach clients
refer to “those people eligible for assistance but who,
for a range of reasons, do not usually take up the
help available” or are “difficult for service providers to
engage.” Within social care, the notion of hard‐to‐reach
client is well recognised. In the 1950s, Lindenberg (1958)
and Tinker (1959) described the challenging relations

between the services and hard‐to‐reach clients in a way
that today remains relevant: A fundamental paradox lies
at the heart of commitment and needs. In other words,
if these clients would commit to care without problems,
would they need help in the first place? The hard‐to‐
reach clients might need help exactly because they are
hard‐to‐reach and thus face risks associated with isola‐
tion. Reaching elusive clients is a challenging task espe‐
cially in the current community care where clients spend
less time in long‐term institutional care (Emmel et al.,
2007). From the perspective of social inclusion, home vis‐
iting hard‐to‐reach clients can be compared to ‘outreach
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work’ with clients that cannot effectively be reached by
existing services (Andersson, 2013; Grymonprez et al.,
2017). To identify this group, policy makers have con‐
structed a category of hard‐to‐reach clients “to organ‐
ise and encode members of particular populations on
the basis of their marginalisation from welfare services”
(Cortis, 2012, p. 352). They become transformed “into
entities that the organisation can recognise and process”
(Hjörne et al., 2010, p. 305).

The impetus for this article stems from examining
data collected from services offering floating support
for vulnerable clients in three national contexts: Finland,
Sweden, and England. We noticed that despite the differ‐
ent context, workers in each service spend considerable
time just contacting andmotivating their clients in the first
place. This article presents a variety of workers’ efforts to
deal with non‐cooperating clients and unrealised home
visits. Not being able to meet clients challenges floating
support workers’ key mission to support clients via visit‐
ing the home and engaging in face‐to‐face interaction in
their personal environment (Juhila et al., 2021). This arti‐
cle studies what happens when this mission continuously
fails: How doworkers justify their decisions to continue or
terminate home visits with the hard‐to‐reach? Such justi‐
fications are analysed as ‘last resort responses’ (Emerson,
1981), or stages towards the last resort response when
the support does not proceed as planned.

2. Last Resorts: Literature and a Tool for Analysis

Empirical studies drawing on last resorts can be exam‐
ined in terms of three approaches: some examine ‘last
resort services,’ others ‘last resort procedures,’ or ‘last
resort responses.’ All have a bearing on this article but
the last one forms the basis of our analysis.

Last resort services refer to those services which are
at the end of the line in terms of managing particularly
troublesome clients. Emerson (1981, p. 1) refers to psy‐
chiatric hospitals or juvenile incarceration as remedies
which are available to be used but which “are considered
likely to compromise or defeat the very ends they were
intended to achieve.” Harnett and Jönson (2020, p. 1)
describe ‘wet eldercare,’ “where goals of abstinence are
abandoned in favour of goals of increased wellbeing for
older people with long term substance disorder.” The jus‐
tification is that such clients have tried and failed all other
forms of treatment, so they are provided with accommo‐
dation, care, and a ‘decent life,’ whilst their substance
abuse is tolerated within certain limits. A similar char‐
acterisation is made of methadone maintenance pro‐
grammes by Järvinen and Miller (2010, p. 805). The pro‐
grammes are usually provided for people with a long
history of drug addiction when all other interventions
have failed. Concern is addressed towards these services
resulting in participants seeing themselves as “funda‐
mentally different from other people and unreachable
by more therapeutically oriented measures” (Järvinen &
Miller, p. 820).

Last resort procedures identify steps that profession‐
als take to assess and monitor the decline in clients’
compliance with the rules of the service, for example,
if they are attending designated meetings and carrying
out agreed tasks. As clients begin to miss such targets,
the professional may make allowances at first and ‘give
them thebenefit of the doubt.’ Heimer and Staffen (1995,
p. 649) studied how hospital staff managed the lack
of support by parents for their sick infants. Effort was
made to maintain positive assessments of the parents,
what they call ‘reintegrative social control’: For example,
mothers who did not visit their infants were telephoned.
If inappropriate behaviour was not repeated, staff mem‐
bers concluded that the parents were learning. But if par‐
ents were recalcitrant, non‐compliance was monitored
and “only after numerous attempts to reshape parents’
behaviour is the state’s child welfare agency contacted”
(Heimer & Staffen, 1995, p. 650). The move from the
characterisation of parents as supporting their infant
to those who are not able to care for them requires
a major realignment, and only takes place in extreme
circumstances. Reintegrative social control importantly
lays out steps taken to engage with the client prior to
the move to last resorts, similar to the remedial actions
described by Emerson (1981). Formal procedures may
be deployed to facilitate monitoring of the move to
last resort responses (Miller & Holstein, 1995). Having
moved through various procedures, the formulation of
last resort is finally mobilised.

Instead of considering last resorts as appertaining to
characteristics of services or procedures, in our analysis
we return to Emerson’s statement of them as ‘social con‐
trol responses’ (Emerson, 1981, p. 1). In this way, many
social institutions are likely to deploy last resort responses,
when they attempt to manage difficult clients. Last resort
responses are preceded by various justifications by the
workers. According to Emerson (1981), the last resort
response is always preceded by first resort responses.
The support process (e.g., a series of home visits) has
a beginning and a middle phase that can be described
as what Emerson calls the ‘normal remedies’ as the first
responses. In cases managed over time “responses are
properly invoked in a specified order, with those regarded
as milder preceding the more severe” (Emerson, 1981,
p. 6). In these cases, first‐resort decisions are typically pre‐
sented as what should or ought to be done.

In the last resort phase, the inappropriateness of nor‐
mal remedies is established by constructing a history of
how prior remedies had been appropriately deployed
but were demonstrably unsuccessful. No other course
of action is viable but the last‐resort sanction (Emerson,
1981, p. 6). To invoke a last‐resort sanction successfully,
it must be shown that normal remedial actions either
are specifically inappropriate or have been tried but
have failed to contain the trouble. In contrast to ‘normal
remedies,’ last‐resort decisions are typically framed in an
idiom of necessity. With the last‐resort decision, “there
is no alternative” (Emerson, 1981, p. 5).
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Importantly, last resorts responses provide a justifica‐
tory decision logic that Emerson (1981, p. 19) describes
in the following way:

When control agents contend that they use certain
extreme sanctions “only as a last resort,” they are
offering not so much a factual description of their
own procedures as an account… demonstrating (or
at least asserting) the rational, necessary character
of those decisions.

This view is useful in our analysis utilising interactional
data with workers’ talk and action. We approach last
resort responses as a feature of organisational interac‐
tions in which formulations of clients’ non‐cooperation
are constructed and negotiated. Last resort responses
make particular use of contrasts between preferred
and unpreferred versions of clients (first and last resort
responses) and tend towards extreme notions of charac‐
ter and behaviour.

3. Floating Support Settings

In line with the premises of community care, the services
we examine aim to facilitate vulnerable clients’ mean‐
ingful lives within their local communities by supporting
them in their own accommodation. Each service employs
welfare workers with different vocational backgrounds,
such as practical nurses, substance abuse workers and
home care workers. We study the following three float‐
ing support settings situated in three countries.

The Finnish service is a non‐governmental organisa‐
tion operating under an outsourcing contract with the
municipality. Clients’ tenancy is tied to floating support,
so there is an organisational expectation for the clients
to cooperate by participating in regular home visits, as
well as workers achieving a certain amount of home vis‐
its per month. In this sense clients have obligations to
be present at home visits. The apartments are owned by
the municipality. Tenancy contracts are signed between
the client and the commissioners that administrate the
tenancies. The target group is clients with co‐occurring
mental health and substance abuse problems. The work‐
ers can to some extent influence the clientele by com‐
municating their opinions on the suitability of a client
to their service for the municipal decision‐makers, i.e.,
the commissioners.

The English service is also a non‐governmental organ‐
isation operating under an outsourcing contract with the
municipality. However, tenancy is separate from support
as the clients mostly live in their own or rental apart‐
ments with no ties to the support service. In this sense
the possible ending of floating support does not have
such significant consequences for clients as they can
remain in their apartment. The service has a generic ori‐
entation and is intended for people with a wide range
of mental health problems. Some clients with significant
challenges have a care coordinator from the community

mental health teamwho is responsible for managing the
client’s overall services.

Unlike the two other previous services, the Swedish
service is run by the municipality. The service is based
on the Housing First model (Hansen Löfstrand & Juhila,
2021; Tsemberis, 2010) which means that the client’s
right to the apartment is the top priority, with less obli‐
gations regarding clients’ cooperation. Tenancy contracts
are signed between the client and the municipality’s real
estate office, who are acting as an intermediary between
the tenant and the landlord. Clients within the housing
first unit have an opportunity to take over the contract
after 18 months. During this time, the real estate office
checks that rents are paid, if any disturbances have been
reported and makes a final inspection. If tenants do not
pay rent, then the 18 months trial period is prolonged.
However, more than one missed rent or multiple distur‐
bances can mean that the tenant is evicted. The service
targets previously homeless people,most of themhaving
substance abuse and mental health problems.

We included these different contexts because we
noticed that despite the different countries, workers in
each service spend considerable time just talking about
how to engagewith their clients in the first place,whether
in teammeetings or at home visits.Workers often need to
motivate the clients and manage cancellations and unre‐
alised visits. The commonness of non‐cooperating clients
is demonstrated in the data: There were originally 24
observed home visits in Sweden of which eight were can‐
celled. In the English and Finnish meetings, discussions
concerning approximately 20 clients where observed, of
which seven English and five Finnish clients were dis‐
cussed in terms of their non‐cooperation. Workers in
all services made similar efforts to reach their clients:
Travelling to clients’ homes without gaining access, rear‐
ranging their schedule, trying to reach the client by dif‐
ferent means, and negotiating how to proceed amongst
themselves and with other professionals. While all three
services recognise the challenges to engage all clients,
they aim for at least minimal cooperation, such as the
client being present at most visits or otherwise easily
contactable. Consequently, they must decide if they have
tried all available options or when it is not worth proceed‐
ing further, in terms of their own time and the conse‐
quences for clients of terminating contact.

4. Data and Analysis

The data included in this article is chosen from data cor‐
puses collected in the following research projects funded
by theAcademyof Finland: “Responsibilisation of Service
Users and Professionals in Mental Health Practices”
(2011–2016) and “Geographies of Home‐Based Service
Interactions at the Margins of Welfare in Finland and
Sweden” (2017–2021). The data consist of:

1. Ten team meetings where floating support work‐
ers discuss clients in the current caseload on a
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weekly basis. Five consecutive meetings in the
Finnish service were audio‐recorded in 2012, and
five consecutive meetings in the English service in
2013. Both data sets were collected over approxi‐
mately two months. Each meeting lasted on aver‐
age one hour.

2. Four home visits conducted by floating sup‐
port workers in the Swedish service in 2018.
A researcher took notes as she observed the vis‐
its on the spot and preparations made before and
after the visits. The fieldnotes from four differ‐
ent home visits were collected over the course of
four months.

While in team meetings workers discuss unrealised
home visits in an institutional meeting gathering without
the client present, in field notes the researcher describes
the actual, ongoing situation of trying to conduct the visit
on the spot, at the client’s home (shadowing ethnogra‐
phy; see Lydahl et al., 2020). Consecutive home visits
were observed, as well as consecutive team meetings
which were recorded, to capture the development of
clients’ situations and the workers’ justifications applied
at various stages of the process. In other words, support
described in both data sets was analysed as a process.

We started the analysis with team meeting record‐
ings that were transcribed verbatim. All talk on
non‐cooperating clients was identified, resulting in
23 instances dealing with absences of clients (11 in
Finnish and 12 in English data). From these instances
we identified one client from both services with par‐
ticularly persistent ‘hard‐to‐reach’ features: They had
missedmost home visits and demonstrated longstanding
absences. As we presented these two client cases from
Finland and England in our international research team
meeting, we learned that Swedish data, collected for the
same research, also included one client that was system‐
atically absent during home visits. This was included as
the third case which, by focussing on actual home vis‐
its, provides an additional perspective to team meetings
where home visits are discussed.

All three hard‐to‐reach cases that we chose to study
in more detail were then scrutinised from the point of
view of workers’ justifications. We use the term justifi‐
cation to refer to workers’ different responses or reac‐
tions while accounting for their decisions working with
non‐cooperating clients. In other words, justifications
are workers’ ways to argue for progress towards the
last resort response, whether that response is the ter‐
mination of service or introducing more control mea‐
sures. Besides this common way to use the term, we
also draw on Scott and Lyman (1968, p. 51), who point
out that when people are justifying their or some‐
body else’s behaviour, they are neutralizing the con‐
duct and its consequences. In other words, justification
involves verbal work throughwhichworkers canmitigate
clients’ non‐cooperation and support their own proce‐
dures. In our view, last resort response is then a par‐

ticular type of justification. Rys et al. (2013) present a
similar understanding of the relation between justifica‐
tions and last resorts. In their study on physicians’ and
nurses’moral justifications for using continuous sedation
for patients, they find last resort responses to be the
most used justification for this extreme medical act (Rys
et al., 2013, p. 537).

The three cases were analysed by concentrating on
key moments where workers justify the moves towards
the last resort response. We found that each client case
(while having their own contextual and personal fea‐
tures) was justified by workers in three ways:

1. Failures: pinpointing the failed efforts to reach the
client (marked with grey highlight in data extracts).
These justifications identify the increasing serious‐
ness of the case with workers talking about the
incidents of failing to reach the client and demon‐
strating a decline in clients’ compliance with the
rules of the service.

2. Remedial actions: introducing new interventions
and allowances to reach the client (marked with
orange highlight in data extracts). These justifica‐
tions range timewise from mild to later stronger
actions, offering the client a chance to become a
‘remedial client.’ The worker proposes new ways
of contacting the client andmaking visitsmore suc‐
cessful. Remedial actions refer to workers’ efforts
to overcome the previous failures.

3. Changing characterisation of the client (marked
with blue highlight in data extracts). These justifi‐
cations include the shift frommore positive formu‐
lations, such as constructing explanations regard‐
ing why the client is not present, towards more
negative formulations that make particular use of
extreme versions of clients’ character or their elu‐
sive behaviour.

5. Findings: Justifying the Move to the Last Resort
Response

The findings are reported in three sections, each illustrat‐
ing a specific process for moving to a last resort‐decision:
straightforward ending of support (Example 1), gradual
ending of support (Example 2), and increased control
with continuing support (Example 3). The analytic focus
is on how the move to last resorts is justified by work‐
ers, both in teammeetings (Examples 1 and 2) and home
visits (Example 3). The examples feature three clients—
Pauline, Oliver, and Bengt (pseudonyms)—who persis‐
tently avoid contact with floating support.

5.1. Example 1: Straightforward Ending of Support as a
Last Resort Response

Pauline from England receives floating support due to
her long‐termmental health problems. The service oper‐
ates under a contract with the municipality. In the
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following team meetings, the workers examine tempo‐
rally their various failed efforts to reach Pauline, high‐
lighting her non‐cooperation:

17 May

Worker 2: Yet again she’s not in for a visit, she’s not
answering her phone, she’s not responding to our
messages. You tried to get in touch with her.

Worker 3: I phoned [worker from another organisa‐
tion] yesterday, but I requested that they phone me
back and they’re sending a message but I haven’t
looked this morning.

Worker 2: We have seen her out and about in town.

Worker 3: With friends.

Worker 2: With friends, so we know that she’s still
in the area. We know that she’s alive, we know
that she’s okay, but she’s just not engaging with the
service at all.

Workers report futile visits where Pauline has not been
at home when visited at appointed times. This has hap‐
pened repeatedly: “Yet again she’s not in for a visit.”
In addition to presenting the failed visit, the workers
summarise the remedial actions they have carried out to
reach her: messages and phone calls both to Pauline and
her care worker. Workers bring up past occasions where
they have seen Pauline in a town with friends. Note the
upgrading of the justification from “she’s still in the area”
to “we know that she’s alive.” She doesn’t seem to be
at any particular risk nor difficulty even though she has
not used floating support: “We know that she’s okay.”
The workers are reassured they cannot be blamed for
abandoning a vulnerable client and can frameher as “just
not engaging with the service at all.” This characterisa‐
tion of a clearly disengaged client serves already as the
initial move towards the last resort response of termi‐
nating the support, even though such a decision has not
been made. However, in the next meeting the same fail‐
ures are brought up again and the same remedial action
of calling the other worker repeated:

24 May

Worker 1: Pauline, nobody’s seen her for weeks.

Worker 2: Right.

Worker 1: She doesn’t answer the door, I tried to ring
[worker from another organisation] again yesterday
but she wasn’t in.

In the next meeting, Worker 1 starts by recapping the
futile efforts to reach Pauline “for the last god knows

how many weeks.” A tone of frustration emerges as the
efforts of these pursuits are emphasised:

31 May

Worker 1: Pauline, I’ve tried to contact her for the last
god knows how many weeks. I’ve spoken to [worker
from another organisation] who referred her. She
hasn’t spoke to her either although we have seen
her out and about with friends in the town, so we
know she’s fine, she’s just totally disengaged with
staff. I phoned her yesterday at two o’clock and left
another voicemail message stating that if she didn’t
contact us before I visit town that her support would
be ending, so she didn’t ring back so we’ve now
ended support with her.

Worker 2: Do you think it would beworthwhile letting
her care coordinator know?

Worker 1: She doesn’t have one.

Worker 2: Oh, she doesn’t have one.

[Worker 1 starts to talk about another client.]

Three justifications to terminate support are deployed:
first, the workers have finally managed to contact
Pauline’s worker from another organisation, who has
also not seen Pauline. Second, the workers repeat the
same characterization of someone who apparently is
doing well and at no particular risk despite not receiv‐
ing their support, as workers have seen her “out and
about with friends” and they say they “know she’s fine.”
Third, remedial action is carried outwhich no longer aims
at maintaining her support. Instead, she is informed by
voicemail of the conditions under which the support will
be terminated.

From the workers’ point of view, they have now done
all the necessary actions and Pauline is framed as having
decided herself that she does not need support, since
she did not take up the offer to ring back the workers
to continue the support. Pauline is now characterised
as “totally disengaged with staff,” an extreme formula‐
tion designating the unavailability of any other means to
reach her. The straightforward ending of support is fur‐
ther justified by workers’ remedial action to orient to
future work that is in line with their ethical responsibil‐
ity to check the possible collaborators who should know
about the termination, in this case, the care coordinator.
The fact that “she doesn’t have one,” can be heard as fur‐
ther justification for termination, since the lack of a care
coordinator implies that she does not have serious men‐
tal health problems. Also, terminating the support will
hold no consequences to Pauline’s tenancy.

In summary, the last resort response is justified
by retrospective reports that show both Pauline’s
non‐commitment and appropriate professional actions
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carried out to reach her. The last resort response is jus‐
tified by recapping these retrospective reports several
times. Pauline is characterized as independent, clearly
making her own choice not to receive support.

5.2. Example 2: Gradual Ending of Support as a Last
Resort Response

Oliver has severe substance abuse and mental health
problems. Unlike Pauline’s service above, in the Finnish
service the client loses tenancy if floating support is
ended. In this sense, ending support has more serious
consequences for Oliver. In this example, the last resort
response of ending support is constructed more gradu‐
ally and over a longer timeframe:

5 October

Worker: He has been calling [workers] every now and
then complaining about his misery and distress. and
we have tried to tell him that we do not deal with
these things over by the phone and have guided him
so that he would be at home at a certain time and
we will visit him and then we discuss these issues
face‐to‐face. And, we have agreed a couple of times
that hewill be there and thenwehave gone there and
theman is not around. And thenwe have entered the
apartment with our own keys and left him a letter,
stating that he should contact us so we can talk these
things through and discuss what would be the best
way for us to support him. Yesterday was the last
time we did a home visit with [worker] and we had
agreed with him that he would be there and he was
not there. But then he called me, turned out he has
not been in the apartment at all and had not seen
our note we left there. But he called me, at two
yesterday afternoon and was drunk so that he must
have been at his mates.’ but he could clearly talk
about things and said he simply cannot stay alone in
that apartment and he feels he needs a place with
more support.

Oliver is framed as not being totally out‐of‐reach as he
keeps phoning the workers. However, this is not consid‐
ered the appropriate way to engage with workers from
the service’s point of view. The primary aim of the ser‐
vice is to carry out home visits and the number of com‐
pleted home visits will be important when negotiating
a new contract with the municipality. As Oliver is not
at home as agreed, he is characterised as a client who
does not participate the way the service requires. While
understanding his distress and characterizing Oliver as
somebody who understandably finds it difficult to be at
home by himself, the workers still insist on “discussing
these issues face‐to‐face.” Next, the remedial action of
more serious intervention is reported where workers
have used their own key to enter the apartment (unlike
in two other services, using the key is allowed). While

entering Oliver’s empty home, workers leave a letter urg‐
ing Oliver to contact them. After this yet another futile
home visit is described. At this stage Oliver is still charac‐
terised as not totally uncooperative: “but he called me.”
Another excuse is raised in mitigation: Oliver has told
workers that “he simply cannot stay alone in that apart‐
ment” and “needs a place with more support.”

After another three weeks with no successful visit,
workers upgrade the seriousness of Oliver’s disen‐
gagement by planning stronger remedial action, i.e.,
reporting their difficulties to commissioners. From the
team meeting:

26 October

Worker: I will raise up Oliver’s situation in the
commissioners’ meeting. It is on Monday so we
will hear what they think, but I will tell them what
we have discussed here and how things have been
progressing and how he is very vaguely committed
with this thing. There has been one successful visit
and that’s that. And there has been promises that he
will start coming here [meeting point of the NGO] but
there is no sight of him whatsoever.

Oliver’s case is shifted to a more formal stage as the
commissioners are informed about the problems with
home visits to Oliver (except one successful visit). When
consulted regarding the future, the commissioners can
instruct the service how to react. In the upcoming com‐
missioners’ meeting, the worker plans to describe Oliver
as “vaguely committed,” as someone who makes false
promises to cooperate.

In the next team meeting, the commissioners’ meet‐
ing is not brought up in the team discussion. However,
the worker’s tone is more frustrated and the plan to end
Oliver’s support is presented for the first time:

9 November

Worker 1: And honestly our understanding is now fin‐
ishing. As he is in no way collaborating and there
has been few times we have reached him by the
phone. Well he still drinks. And he has promised to
comehere to solve this situation but nevertheless has
not yet appeared. On Friday we did a spontaneous
home visit with [worker] and we let ourselves in
with the key as he was not at home and again we
left a serious letter on the desk stating that now,
now your rental agreement is valid by the end of
November. At this point it finishes then, and I hope
that he would at least contact us regarding how he
will continue.

The formulation of Oliver’s disengagement ismaintained,
even though he is reachable by phone. There have been
different strategies of remedial action: phone calls and
encouragement in the hope that Oliver will be present
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for a visit. The same remedial action, entering with own
key and leaving a letter has now upgraded the serious‐
ness by proposing an imminent ending of the rental
agreement. Oliver is now characterised as someone who
cannot handle such responsibilities nor can he “at least”
let workers know “how he will continue,” suggesting
an inconsiderate response. Importantly, the last resort
response is presented: “At this point it finishes then.”

In the next meeting, the characterisation of Oliver
changes from partly cooperative to totally uncoopera‐
tive, further confirming the adoption of the last resort
response for ending the support, partly drawing on the
commissioners’ opinion:

30 November

Worker 1: It feels so crazy like you were running after
some teenager, trying to chase him all around the
world. like you never see him anywhere and cannot
talk to him. I dunno this is so weird this running away
thing going on with Oliver.

Worker 2: I’m just thinking that should we call his
social worker?

Worker 1: Yeah she needs to be notified, where we
are with Oliver. But the thing is that he has our
apartment and the city is paying for it all the time.
[the commissioner] said in our last meeting that this
makes no sense, the city won’t cover costs for this
kind of a guy who doesn’t benefit from support in
any way and use it. And that is a fact. But the thing
is, I wonder can we really, as he is within our support
now, well we should anyhow try to consistently guide
him towards more supported options. And not act
like we will just kick him out in the street.

The emotional tone in which the process with Oliver is
described as “crazy” seems to question the legitimacy
of the work. Oliver is characterised as a “teenager,”
with workers trying to “chase him all around the world.”
The workers’ justification is that they have already done
everything they can and have acted according to their
professional ethics. In the beginning Oliver at least
phoned workers, and his absence was partly interpreted
as him telling the workers that he cannot cope in the
apartment alone. There is a shift to a more extreme for‐
mulation of the recurrent impasse: “You never see him
anywhere.” Responding to the commissioners’ opinion,
the support is finally terminated, characterizing Oliver as
“a guy who doesn’t benefit from support in any way.”

In summary, after the decision to terminate, the
workers recognise their responsibility to guide Oliver
towards a different placement with “more supported
options.” Support is ended progressively and ethically
by planning Oliver’s future in collaboration with other
actors and seeking a more appropriate service for him.

5.3. Example 3: Increased Control with Continuing
Support as a Last Resort Response

The final case is located in Sweden and presents Bengt,
who is a client of the municipality’s Housing First pro‐
gramme due to his previous homelessness. He receives
floating support from the team. This example is dif‐
ferent from the previous ones as the last response
does not include plans to terminate Bengt’s support
at any phase. Instead, workers continue support by
increasing control and mitigating his absence, while still
drawing on similar justifications to previous last resort
responses utilising failed attempts and remedial actions.
The first observed home visit starts with workers enter‐
ing Bengt’s apartment:

24 May

We go to Bengt’s house and enter the front door
and call on Bengt’s door but get no response.
Marita tries several times. Jonas takes out a card in
hardcover in A5 where the Housing Organization and
the Administration for allocation of social welfare’s
logo is printed. He writes the following on the card
“Hi! We have tried to reach you and it was a long
time since we heard of you. Call us! With kind
regards. Jonas tries to put the card in themailbox, but
it is glued shut. Marita says that it is common with
their clients. However, Bengt has a mailbox in the
stairwell, so we put the card there instead. When we
go out, Jonas asks, “is it us he avoids?” Marita replies
that it may be “he’s in a period [of drug/alcohol use]
and I think he’s stuck in the old and thinks he’s going
to get lectured.

After Bengt fails to answer his door, the remedial action
of leaving him a note is carried out. The card kindly
says that workers have tried to reach him and urges
Bengt to phone them. The mailbox is glued shut which
strengthens Bengt’s characterisation as someone “hard‐
to‐reach”: He is not physically present and cannot easily
be approached by post either. Explanation and normali‐
sation for this behaviour is provided by the worker: “It is
common with their clients.” The workers seek reasons
for Bengt’s avoidance by characterising him as someone
who has possibly started using drugs again. Importantly
they do not say that they will lecture Bengt, but rather
that Bengt thinks that he is going to “get lectured.” Being
“stuck in the old,” in this context refers to the idea that
Bengt thinks he will be reprimanded for using drugs
again, which he will not, the workers later explained.
As part of the Housing First programme, the workers
subscribe to a harm reduction approach, in which using
drugs is not a cause for eviction nor sanction.

The workers make another unannounced home
visit, observed by the researcher, but again no answer.
However, they noted an open balcony door with a light in
the bathroom, implying that somebodymight have been
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at home, but the workers were not let in. Before the next
visit observed by the researcher, the worker informs her
colleagues about Bengt’s situation:

5 June

Marita says that they did not get hold of him for a
long time and when they last entered the apartment
they did not even meet Bengt. Instead, someone
who claimed to be Bengt’s friend opened and said
that Bengt was asleep. Marita says she thinks that
they should leave a note to Bengt saying they are
worried and will contact the police if Bengt does not
get in touch with them. The other workers agree that
sounds like a good idea. “What do we write on this
piece of paper,” Marita wonders. Eva, her colleague,
asks “Has anyone taken over his apartment?” Elin and
Boel, other colleagues, say almost at the same time
that they have also had that thought. Elin says that
Marita can try to write something about supporting
Bengt with the rent. Apparently, Bengt has failed to
pay 3 rents and there is now a risk that he will be
evicted if he does not pay. Eva says that they should
write “we are worried about you. If we do not hear
from you then we’ll enter the apartment with the
police. “If someone has taken over the apartment, it
might be easier to get them out if one says that the
police will come, says Elin.

The previous failed efforts to visit Bengt are reported:
As before, the workers have not “get hold of him for a
long time.” However, a new kind of problem is reported
where, during the last home visit, someone else had
opened the door. As the workers suspect that this per‐
son might have “taken over his apartment,” a signifi‐
cant increase of control supersedes the previous reme‐
dial action of merely leaving a note. The current note
includes more serious threats and concerns. First, the
workers propose stronger control, as they inform Bengt
(or somebody living in the apartment) that they plan
to involve the police, to secure Bengt’s apartment from
others who might have taken it over. Second, the note
highlights the problem of rent arrears, suggesting Bengt
could be supported with the rent. While not explicit in
the note, a possible eviction is implied. Bengt is now
characterised as an upgraded risk if he loses his ten‐
ancy contract. Although eviction does not mean ter‐
minating support (unlike with Pauline and Oliver), it
would create extra problems to address. The workers
would have to participate in negotiating a new tenancy
for Bengt, as well as finding ways of supporting him
to keep the new contract. Furthermore, Bengt is char‐
acterised as vulnerable to others taking advantage of
his apartment.

A few months later, when workers again are
observed by the researcher, they succeed in visiting
Bengt. This extract lacks the different justifications to
move towards the last resort response, because the last

resort response has already taken place in the form of
increased control whenworkers suggested to involve the
police to get access to Bengt’s home:

18 September

We still go to the outer door, Marita is calling, and
he opens. We walk halfway up to his apartment door.
He stands in the door andMarita presents me—“This
is [researcher], can she come in? She will study how
I work.” It’s fine, Bengt says, and we go in [descrip‐
tions of the home]. Bengt has produced three coffee
cups. Me and Marita sit down on each side of the
kitchen table. Bengt sits on the short side after he
poured coffee for us and presented a packet of vanilla
cookies. Marita and I tell him about my study, and
Marita stresses that it is voluntary to participate and
if he should regret it, he can also say afterwards that
he does not want to participate. Bengt has no prob‐
lemswith participating he says and I give him thewrit‐
ten information and asks if it might be okay for me
to record the conversation between Marita and him.
It is.

Finally, Bengt opens the door and a home visit is con‐
ducted that can be interpreted as successful. Bengt
acts like a welcoming host, by offering the worker and
researcher coffee and biscuits, and by informing them
of his willingness to take part in the research. Support
provided to Bengt during the home visit is successful,
as seen by the way the visit continues after this extract:
the research describes Bengt and Marita as starting to
sort out the rent and having a shared plan to man‐
age payments.

In summary, throughout the process, the workers did
not withdraw the support at any point, although it was
seen as an (unpreferred) option. Instead, the last resort
response was an increase in control and insistence to
secure the apartment for Bengt. Control was used to
re‐establish the service, not to end it. In this respect,
Bengt’s example contrasts with those above, as support
continues, and the last resort response uses stronger
measures: highlighting possible eviction and plans to
invite the police to inspect the apartment. There is a fine
line between stronger remedial actions and what consti‐
tutes as last resort response. Furthermore, the character‐
isation of Bengt remains more positive than in two previ‐
ous cases.

6. Conclusion

We have studied floating support workers’ efforts to
reach clients who are persistently absent when the
worker makes a home visit. Analysing the workers’
efforts to re‐engage with these clients, we identified
three types of justification the workers use for last
resort responses to terminate support or, alternatively,
increase control and insistence: First, retrospective sum‐
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maries on past failures to reach the client; second, inten‐
sifying remedial actions to engage with them (unan‐
nounced visits, phone calls, leaving notes, entering
the apartment and consulting other professionals); and
third, characterisations of clients as uncooperative. Once
remedial actions have repeatedly failed, the decision‐
making containing the last resort response is invoked.

As we studied team meetings and home visits con‐
ducted by a group of workers, the justifications draw
to some extent on shared notions of the ethics, val‐
ues and working practices of the services (Saario et al.,
2018). However, the ethical implications vary consider‐
ably between each example, especially concerning the
termination of support. Pauline’s case (the first exam‐
ple) demonstrates how the service was ended with lit‐
tle scrutiny. Pauline apparently showed little motivation
and seemingly was not at increased risk without the vis‐
its. Furthermore, the service did not hold wider respon‐
sibilities for Pauline’s ongoing care, nor did they need to
justify termination to other agencies. Ending the service
was more complicated in Oliver’s case (the second exam‐
ple), as he was seen by workers as needing extra support,
with which he concurred. The service was committed to
engagewithOliver and, after the termination, still partici‐
pated in planning his future. In both cases theworkers, in
consultation with their colleagues, actively constructed
the last resort responses. In contrast, in Bengt’s case
(the third example) support was not ended but increas‐
ingly controlling measures were carried out due to out‐
side circumstances (possible intruders at his home and
rent arrears). Stronger measures were proposed while
not withdrawing the case but carrying on until Bengt was
reached again.

Furthermore, the different last resort responses can
be viewed from the point of view of workers’ relation
to the autonomy of clients (Lydahl & Hansen Löfstrand,
2020). It could be that the service is terminated in
Pauline’s andOliver’s cases, as there is respect for clients’
making their own choice of not opening the door and
having workers visiting them, whereas the workers con‐
tinued to pursue Bengt even after several absences on
his part. Perhaps, also the looser ongoing responsibilities
in the contract between clients and the workers in the
first two services seem to suggest that they engage in less
remedial work. Such dilemmas can be mapped in terms
of a continuum between promoting client autonomy
and choice versus control and insistence. The services
examined here are near the client autonomy end of the
continuum. In contrast Brodwin (2013, p. 64) examines
assertive community treatment teams in the US, where
the worker cannot end involvement with the client and
where compliance (especially with medication) is the
central concern. He discusses criticisms of such services
as coercive, “overt paternalism” (Brodwin, 2013, p. 181),
contrasted with “developing long term relationships ori‐
ented around clients’ own goals” (p. 184). Both extremes
of abandoning the uncooperative client and imposing
treatment are last resort responses.

We suggest that processes towards last resort
responses are important to study because they are essen‐
tial features of organisational interactions in which for‐
mulations of clients are constructed. Besides home vis‐
iting programmes, engaging hard‐to‐reach clients is an
issue in many social care services. Furthermore, being
hard‐to‐reach is considered a risk especially for the most
vulnerable clients, such as the clients studied in this arti‐
cle. While our data do not show the consequences of
non‐cooperation from clients’ own perspective, severe
consequences are reported by earlier research includ‐
ing evictions, increased homelessness, self‐harm and sui‐
cide (e.g., Doherty et al., 2003; Maeseele et al., 2013;
Stenius‐Ayoade, 2019).

This article illustrates a variety of workers’ efforts to
dealwith clients’ non‐cooperation by applying Emerson’s
idea of ‘the last resort’ in everyday interaction of social
care work. While we demonstrated different ways indi‐
vidual workers respond to clients with whom it is diffi‐
cult to maintain contact, more research is needed to clar‐
ify the process of decision‐making concerning the end‐
ing of support. Especially different service models and
their contractual practices may have a significant role
in decision‐making concerning non‐cooperating clients.
This calls for paying attention to the different processes
that precede workers’ last resort responses, as well as
recognising the organisational procedures and services
that build on the logic of last resort.
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